REGION RMR PARK/AREA NAME Zion National Park PARK NUMBER 1590

STRUCTURE NAME East Entrance Checking Station STRUCTURE NUMBER 58

LOCATION OF STRUCTURE East Entrance PARK LOCATION CODE EE

NATIONAL REGISTER DATE: MANAGEMENT CATEGORY: (A) (B) (C) (D)

NPS LEGAL INTEREST FEE MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT:

Check all of the following categories for which NPS has treatment responsibility:
Stabilization() Cyclic Maintenance() Routine Maintenance() Approved Ultimate Treatment

(ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION USE ONLY)

APPROVED ULTIMATE TREATMENT OR RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN, CULTURAL COMPONENT DESIGNATION:

Preservation (PP) Restoration (RR) Reconstruction (CC)
Adaptive Preservation (AP) Adaptive Restoration (AR) Adaptive Reconstruction (AC)
Neglect (NG) Remove (RM) No Approved Treatment (NO)

Approval Document ( )Document Date: / / Estimated Treatment Costs

Stabilization: $ Date: / / Level of
Approved Treatment: $ Date: / / Estimate: (A) (B) (C)

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE:

Date of Construction: / /1934 Date of Alterations: / /
Architect/Designer: Historical Theme(s): NPS rustic
History of Structure: The East Entrance Checking Station was constructed in 1935 at a cost of $1,000. It was built by enrollees from CCC Camp NP-2, stationed at Zion, of rock quarried at the Zion Stone Quarry. It has served as the entrance station since the Park Service first developed the East Entrance, four years after the completion of the Zion-Mt. Carmel Highway.

Evaluation of Structure: Historic Theme Contributing X Non-Contributing __
National Register Criteria: A B C X D (Include integrity statement)
The station retains its original appearance and character, fabric, and construction, all typical of NPS-Rustic buildings at Zion.

Bibliography: Form 10-768 (maintenance file); Olivieri, Lance, LCS inventory, 1976;

Representation in Other Surveys: LCS inventory, 1976;

If structure has been removed, how? ______________________ Date: / /

Report prepared by: Nancy Witherell Date: 10/10/84
CONTINUATION FROM FRONT SHEET - STRUCTURE NAME

East Entrance Checking Station

LOCATION: Section ___________ State ___________
Township ___________ County ___________
Range ___________

OWNERSHIP: Present Owner: ___________ NPS
Original Owner: ___________ NPS
Intermediate Owner(s): ___________ NPS

**USE:**
CURRENT INTERIOR USE (NPS 28 CODE) VC

Original Use __________________ VC
Intermediate Uses __________________ VC

PERIOD OF CONSTRUCTION (NPS 28 CODE) HI

NEGATIVE No. ROLL #18, VIEW OA

***PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION***

TYPE OF STRUCTURE (NPS 28 CODE): BU

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER (STYLE): NPS-Rustic style

CHIMNEYS: red sandstone chimney.

SITE (INCLUDE ORIENTATION OF STRUCTURE): Checking station
is sited on island in the middle of Route 9, with
long facades parallel to road.

PORCHES: none

OVERALL BUILDING PLAN (FOOTPRINT): rectangular

WINDOWS: 6-light, double casement windows on two facades, E and W.

OVERALL DIMENSIONS: 14'x10'

DOORS: one wood panel door on each street facade (N and S

COMPOSITION (NPS 28 CODE): ST

INTERIOR PLAN: single rectangular space

STORIES: One.

INTERIOR FINISHES: cement floor, plaster ceiling and walls.

FOUNDATION: red sandstone. Curbing of island consists of
small red sandstone blocks along 135' length. Island
is 13' wide at center, and comes to a point at either end.

ADDITIONS: none

WALLS: Walls are red sandstone, rock-faced ashlar, and
are coursed with large joints with untinted mortar.
Lower courses are stepped.

INTERIOR ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES (INCLUDING INTERIOR AND SETTING) FOR PARK PLANNING PURPOSES:

Stonework and roof elements are original; windows are original; stonework curbing on island is original.

ROOF: Gable roof with wood shakes. Roof eaves extend
2'6" over 6"x6" beams with braces, and 2"x6" rafters. Gable ends on E and W facades are clapboarded.
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